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overview
The W2PROC program creates reports, form files, data files, and tape files used for reporting W2 wage information at calendar
year end.
The W2REPT and W2ERR reports are used to verify W2 data and identify any errors that may occur in the data.
The program also creates form files used to print the W2 information on preprinted W2 forms. The file called W2FORM.TXT
contains the information used to print the actual W2 forms. If employees have more than two state, city, or OSDI tax records the
extra W2 form necessary to accommodate this information will print on the W2 immediately following the employee's primary W2
within the W2FORM.TXT file. These additional W2's will have control numbers which follow in the sequence of the
W2FORM.TXT file.
The W2FORM.DAT file can be used for printing W2 forms. The W2CITY.DAT file can be used by your ITC to generate a
non-standard W2 tape submission file to city agencies. The W2CITY.DAT file should not be used to print W2 forms for any
reason. Contact your ITC if you are required to file city wage data by an electronic means.
The W2BREAK.TXT shows where the W2 forms should be separated for possible distribution. The report lists each sort field and
its starting control number. The report does not apply to Name or SSN sort options.
W2PROC supports submitting W2 information to government agencies by magnetic tape. When answering Y in the W2PROC
program prompt to create the tape file, a W2TAPE.SEQ file is created. These file will then be used by your ITC for submission to
the applicable government entity.

accessing the program
The program may be executed by typing:

$ RUN OECN$PAY:W2PROC

at the $ prompt or in the menu system type:

Menu>W2PROC

sample run

Sort Options:
S
N
B
D
P
Y
Z
C

-

Sort
Sort
Sort
Sort
Sort
Sort
Sort
Sort

by
by
by
by
by
by
by
by

SSN
Employee Name
Building/Department and Employee Name
Building/Department, Pay Group, and Employee Name
Pay Group
Zip Code and SSN
Zip Code and Employee Name
Check Distribution and Employee Name

Enter Sort Option <S>: _
<CR>
This report is for the year:<19XX> ____.
<CR>
The report year is -------------> 19XX
Is this correct? (Y/N <Y>): _
<CR>
If your employees have had Third Party Sick Pay (Disability Payments)
paid to them and the Third Party withheld Federal Tax from these
payments, the total amount of all Federal Tax withheld for all employees
must be entered in this program to be included on the W2 tape file.
If you believe your employees may have received these types of
payments and you have not been notified, you should not create
the magnetic tape for submissions yet. These amounts are
required for submission on the magnetic tape.
Your district would have been notified by the Third Party
in writing, if these payments have been made. Included in this
notification would have been an explanation of any tax amounts
withheld and paid.
Enter Federal Tax amounts withheld by a Third Party Payer: __________.__
(Zero if none)
0
Do you want to create a W2 tape file? (Y/N <N>): _
<CR>
Do you need to print the employer's name and
address on the W2 forms (Y/N <Y>): _
<CR>
Do you need to print the Federal and State identification numbers on the
W2 forms? (Y/N <Y>): _
<CR>
Enter your federal ID number <22-2222222>: __________
9 Digits, including hyphen
<CR>
Is 22-2222222 correct?

(Y/N <Y>): _
<CR>
If a form 941, 942 or 943 was submitted to IRS for the
same payment year as this report and the form used a
Federal ID number different than the one entered in the
previous question, you must enter the other Federal ID
number at this question. If this does not apply, please
press <CR>. If two Federal ID numbers are entered, only
the first one will be printed on the W2 form, the second
is strictly for IRS use.

Enter your other federal ID number __________
9 digits, including hyphen
<CR>

Enter your state ID number <33-333333>: _________
8 digits, including hyphen
<CR>
Is 33-333333 correct (Y/N <Y>): _
<CR>

The Kind of Employer can be one of the following:
F = Federal Government

S
T
Y
N

=
=
=
=

State and Local Governmental Employer (non 501c)
Tax Exempt Employer
State and Local Tax Exempt Employer (501c)
None Apply

Enter Kind of Employer (F, S, T, Y, N): _
S
Is 'S' correct (Y/N <Y>): _
Y
This information will be used on the W2 tape file
and / or on the W2 forms.
You will have 2 lines for the employer's name.
Enter the first line:
<SAMPLE SCHOOL DISTRICT

> ______________________________
<CR>

Enter the second line:
_________________________
<CR>
Enter employer's street address:
<100 EAST STREET

Enter employer's city:<ANYTOWN

> _________________________
<CR>
> _______________
<CR>

Enter the employer's state abbreviation:<OH> __
<CR>
Enter employer's zip code:<44444> _________
<CR>
Employer's
Employer's
Employer's
Employer's
Employer's
Employer's

name, line 1 name, line 2 address
city
state
zip code
-

SAMPLE SCHOOL DISTRICT
100 EAST STREET
ANYTOWN
OH
44444

Is this information correct (Y/N <Y>): _
<CR>
The following contact information will be used on the W2 tape file.
Enter contact name: ___________________________ ***REQUIRED***
JANE SAMPLE
Enter contact phone number with area code: __________
1112223333
Enter contact phone extension: ____
4444
Enter contact fax number with area code: __________
5556667777
Enter contact e-mail address: ________________________________________
***REQUIRED***
JSAMPLE@SAMPLESCHOOL.NET
Contact
Contact
Contact
Contact
Contact

name
phone numberphone ext
fax number email address-

JANE SAMPLE
1112223333
4444
5556667777
JSAMPLE@SAMPLESCHOOL.NET

Is this information correct (Y/N <Y>): _
Do you want Box 14 to print Fringe Benefits if there are any? (Y/N <N>):_
Additional deduction information can be provided to your employees
using the box labeled 'Other" on the W2 forms. Entering deduction code(s)
will cause the year-to-date amount to print on the forms. You may enter
up to 6 deduction codes, but only the first 3 deductions it
encounters for the employee will print in the box.
Enter a deduction code <999>:___
Enter 999 to exit.
Would you like to print a dummy W2 for form alignment? (Y/N <Y>): _
N
Selection in progress.
Sorting in progress.
Processing forms. Please wait.
The W2 report file is W2REPT.TXT
The error report file is W2ERR.TXT
The report which shows where the W2 forms should be separated is W2BREAK.TXT
Non-print data files:
The W2 form data file is W2FORM.DAT
The W2 city data file is W2CITY.DAT
The W2 form file is W2FORM.TXT

The W2 tape file is W2TAPE.SEQ
RITA tape file is W2RITA.SEQ
CCA tape file is W2CCA.SEQ

Kind of EmployerF = Federal govt. Federal government entity or instrumentality
S = State/local non-501c. State or local government or instrumentality (this includes cities, townships, counties,
special-purpose districts or other publicly-owed entities with governmental authority).
T = 501c non-govt. Non-governmental tax-exempt section 501(c) organization (types of 501(c) non-governmental
organizations include private foundations, public charities, social and recreation clubs and veterans organizations).
Y = State/local 501c. State or local government or instrumentality where the employer received a determination letter from the
IRS indicating that they are also a tax-exempt organization under section 501(c)(3))
N = None apply.
Contact name- The contact name information will be used on the W2Tape file and should be the contact person at the district
(treasurer, payroll clerk) that would be able to address any questions from the IRS regarding the W2Tape. The contact name can only
contain A-Z, a-z, 0-9, space, period, hyphen and apostrophe. ***REQUIRED***
Contact phone number--Enter the employer’s contact telephone number with numeric values only (including area code). This would
be the contact telephone number of the person (treasurer, payroll clerk) that would be able to address any questions from the IRS
regarding the W2Tape. Do not use any special characters. Example: 1112223333
Contact phone extension--Enter the employer’s contact telephone extension with numeric values only. This would be the contact
telephone extension of the person (treasurer, payroll clerk) that would be able to address any questions from the IRS regarding the
W2Tape. Do not use any special characters. Example: 4444
Contact fax number--If applicable, enter the employer’s contact fax number with numeric values only (including area code). This would
be the contact fax number of the person (treasurer, payroll clerk) that would be able to address any questions from the IRS regarding
the W2Tape. Do not use any special characters. Example: 5556667777
Contact e-mail address--Enter the employer’s contact E-Mail/Internet address. This would be the contact e-mail address of the person
(treasurer, payroll clerk) that would be able to address any questions from the IRS regarding the W2Tape. This field may be upper and
lower case.
If you are providing an Employer Contact E-Mail address, then the rules for entering a valid E-Mail address are as follows:
Must contain only one @ symbol
Must not contain consecutive periods to the left or right of the @ symbol
Must not contain empty spaces to the left or right of the @ symbol
Must not contain a period in the first or last position
Must not contain a period immediately to the left or right of the @ symbol
Must not contain an @ symbol in the first or last position
Must contain a top-level domain approved by Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA)
Must not contain characters other than alphanumeric, hyphens or periods to the right of the @ symbol
Must not contain hyphens immediately to the right of the @ symbol, or before or after a period
Must contain either alphanumeric characters, or the following keyboard characters, to the left of the @ symbol:
(~!#$%^&*_+{}|?’-= / `)

sample reports
W2REPT Report

DATE: XX/XX/XX
School District
TIME: 14:19:58
PAGE:
1
43555

FINAL REPORT FOR W-2 FORMS
FOR CALENDER YEAR 1998
FULL FICA AND NON-MEDICARE EMPLOYEES

SORTED BY SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
FEDERAL ID NUMBER: 22-2222222 STATE ID NUMBER: 33-333333

Sample City
555 Test St.
Sample
OH

CONTROL
NUMBER
SSN
ANNUITIES

EMPLOYEE NAME

0000001

JOHN J JONES

111-11-1112

TAX
WITHHELD

TAXABLE
GROSS

2,314.96

12,259.57

403(B)
002
OHIO

160.00
426.57

12,259.57

003

136.88

13,685.50

001
13,685.50

FED

TOTAL
GROSS

1,425.93

13,685.50

1,425.93

13,685.50

0.00

CITY

Pension Plan Box Checked
Deferred Comp Box Checked
0000013

888-88-8888

14,826.84

TIMOTHY M ALLEN
001

FED

1,993.00

14,826.84

0.00

14,826.84

0.00

14,826.84

0.00

0000036

TAXABLE BENEFITS
500.00
DEPENDENT CARE
2,200.00
ADOPTION ASSIST 3,000.00
002
OHIO
752.94

14,826.84

003

CITY

14,826.84

001

Pension Plan Box Checked
.
.
.
COUNT
FED 22
6,093.49
55,033.17

002

OHIO 22

1,246.50

54,943.17

003

CITY 22

590.50

59,044.04

801

S.D.

2

4.60

387.01

MEDI 21

856.02

59,044.04

** GRAND TOTALS:

59,134.04

4,100.87

59,044.04

4,100.87

59,044.04

0.00

395.33

148.30

8.32

59,044.04

0.00
.
.
.

DATE: XX/XX/XX
School District
TIME: 14:19:58
PAGE:
15
43555

FINAL REPORT FOR W-2 FORMS

Sample City

FOR CALENDER YEAR 1998
TOTALS FOR ALL EMPLOYEES

555 Test St.
Sample
OH

SORTED BY SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
FEDERAL ID NUMBER: 22-2222222 STATE ID NUMBER: 33-333333
CONTROL
TOTAL
NUMBER
GROSS
0000076

TAX
** REPORT TOTALS
ANNUITIES

COUNT

001
563,590.84

FED

70

WITHHELD

TAXABLE
GROSS

60,804.58

498,131.44

VEHICLE LEASE
8,200.00
FRINGE BENEFITS
2,500.00
TAXABLE BENEFITS
500.00
DEPENDENT CARE 11,200.00
INSURANCE
4,595.00
MOVING-EXPENSE
5,000.00
3RD PARTY SICK
4,433.00
ADOPTION ASSIST 12,000.00
SECTION 125
25.00
002
OHIO 70
14,664.10

498,131.44

65,459.40

563,590.84

65,459.40

245,751.13

0.00

115,971.21

12,220.11

003

CITY 32

2,596.24

253,122.08

801

S.D. 20

518.08

103,751.10

MEDICARE
355,122.97

55

5,149.14

355,122.97

0.00

Total Number of W2 Forms to be printed: 113
WARNINGS
:
2
ERRORS
:
0
Warnings should be checked and corrected if necessary.
Errors MUST be corrected before printing W2's or reporting via magnetic media

will be allowed.

W2ERR Report

DATE: XX/XX/XX
CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
TIME: 09:46:06
SAMPLE ST.
PAGE:
1
OH 55555

FINAL REPORT FOR W2 FORMS
FOR CALENDER YEAR 1998

021-22-6111 WINTER B STORM
001 FED

1,014.92
*WARNING*
DED: 001
less taxable gross.

111

WARNINGS AND ERRORS

SORTED BY SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
FEDERAL ID NUMBER: 77-7777777
STATE ID NUMBER: 88-888888
CONTROL
TAX
TAXABLE
NUMBER
SSN
EMPLOYEE NAME
WITHHELD
GROSS
ANNUITIES
0000003

SAMPLE

1.15

11,369.05

SAMPLE,

TOTAL
GROSS

12,383.97

Total annuities, 11.07, does not equal total gross

0000003

021-22-6111 WINTER B STORM
MEDICARE
17.84
12,383.97
12,383.97
*FATAL*
Medicare amount does not equal 1.45% of Medicare Gross.

W2BREAK Report
The W2BREAK Report shows where the W2 forms should be separated for possible distribution. The report lists each sort field
and its starting W2 control number. The report does not apply to Name or SSN sort options.

DATE: XX/XX/XX
CITY SCHOOLS
TIME: 12:14:28
SAMPLE ST
PAGE:
1
SAMPLE, OH 55555

FINAL REPORT FOR W-2 FORMS
FOR CALENDER YEAR 1998
BREAK CONTROL NUMBERS

SORTED BY PAY GROUP, SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
FEDERAL ID NUMBER: 77-7777777
STATE ID NUMBER: 88-888888
PAYGROUP
STARTING CONTROL NUMBER
0
02
05
06
07
08
09
10
14

0000001
0000004
0000005
0000020
0000021
0000022
0000023
0000024
0000025

SAMPLE
111

miscellaneous notes
W2PROC Errors and Warnings
The following list describes errors and warnings that may appear when the W2PROC program is run. Each message is followed
by an explanation of its meaning, a possible solution, along with the severity of each message. The error messages are
classified into three categories: informational, warning, and fatal. Fatals flagged with an '***' will cause the tape file to not be
created. Fatals flagged without an '***' may cause an inquiry from the SSA/IRS. Messages must be researched thoroughly
before adjustments are made. Some situations may require that you contact your ITC for assistance. The messages are listed
alphabetically.
Calculated annuity amount exceeds the total annuities
The calculated annuity value is larger than the amounts showing on the annuity (generally in the 500 through 599
deduction code range) records. The calculated amount is determined by subtracting the taxable gross from the total
gross.
Manual changes may have been made to the deduction screen record. It is possible the total or taxable gross was
changed incorrectly due to an error adjustment, thus causing the calculated annuity amount to be too high. Warning.
Deduction code not found on the DEDNAM file.
This message indicates that deduction codes have been entered through USPSCN/DEDSCN that do not have a
corresponding DEDNAM record set up.
Access the USPSDAT/DEDNAM program and set up a DEDNAM record. Fatal error.
DED XXX Negative amount deduction can not be reported on W2, reporting zero.
This message indicates a check was voided from a prior calendar year in the current calendar year. Run the CHKSTS
program to attempt to isolate the problem. If this is the case, you will need to file a W2-C form for the previous calendar
year. Warning.
Employee first name should not be spaces.
Access the USPSCN/BIOSCN program to enter the employee's first name. Fatal error.
Employee last name should not be spaces.
Access the USPSCN/BIOSCN program to enter the employee's last name. Fatal error.
Employee must have country code.
If the Foreign Adrs field in BIOSCN is set to Y a CTRY code must be entered. Fatal error
Employee must have a postal code.
If the Foreign Adrs field in BIOSCN is set to Y a Post code must be entered. Fatal error
Employee must have either a STD or FOREIGN addr.
If the Foreign Adrs field in BISOCN is set to Y a Prov. code must be entered. Fatal error
Employee must have a zip code.
The zip code field in BIOSCN must be populated. Fatal error
Employer paid life insurance > $99,999.99 limit - field truncated.
The employer paid life insurance field is six characters long. If W2PROC encounters anything larger, the message is
issued.
Verify that the amount was entered properly on the 001 deduction record in USPSCN/DEDSCN. Informational error.
Federal gross is zero.
The employee has no gross amount on the Federal tax record (001). Warning.
Gross for this deduction exceeds the maximum for this reporting year.
For each gross amount reported to the IRS/SSA, there is a maximum value that can be reported. The current maximum
that the tape file will accept is 9999999.99.
If this message is encountered, verify the gross amount for the employee. Fatal error.
Incorrect retire plan box flag on the USPSCN/DEDSCN federal record. ***Fatal message.
Invalid SSN, verify number before printing W2's.
The IRS/SSA does not consider certain numbers valid for SSN's. These include 000000000 and 111111111. Also,
invalid are those SSN's where the first three numbers are 000, 666 and 900-999.
Contact the employee involved and ask for their Social Security card for verification. If necessary, run the
MASCHG/CHGSSN or MASCHG/CHGEMPID program to correct the SSN/ID. Other reporting entities such as ODJFS
and the employee's retirement system will need to be contacted concerning this correction. Fatal error.
Medicare amount does not equal 1.45% of Medicare Gross. FICA/OASDI amount does not equal 6.2% of
FICA/OASDI Gross.
These two messages are related. W2PROC calculates the amount of Medicare and FICA tax by multiplying the taxable
gross found on the deduction records by the correct withholding percentage. If the calculated tax amount differs from the

tax amount found on the 692/693 records by more than $.30, the messages are issued.
These errors will most likely cause the IRS/SSA to reject the tape file therefore it is necessary to research and resolve
the problem. Fatal error.
Negative annuity on file for this employee. Assuming zero.
A total negative annuity indicates a check was voided from a prior calendar year in the current calendar year. Run the
CHKSTS program to attempt to isolate the problem. If this is the case, you will need to zero the negative amount of the
annuity and file a W2-C form for the previous calendar year. Warning.
Possible error in OSDI gross or tax.
OSDI taxable wages with no OSDI tax or OSDI tax with no taxable wages have been detected.
Manual changes may have been made to the deduction screen record. Run the AUDRPT program and verify.
If the employee has not earned enough wages to have any tax withheld, this message can be ignored. Informational
error.
Possible underwithholding of Medicare tax due to dependent care benefits.
Possible underwithholding of FICA tax due to dependent care benefits.
These two warnings are related. The amount of taxable dependent care benefits is subject to federal tax and
Medicare/FICA. The warning indicates there is a taxable amount and no Medicare/FICA tax has been withheld on it.
If there is still a payroll left in the calendar year, an adjustment can be made on the Medicare/FICA records to include
the tax amount. You must also increase the total and taxable gross figures by the amount of taxable dependent care.
The board must also match this amount.
If there are no payrolls left in the calendar year, contact the employee to obtain the amount of Medicare/FICA tax due.
The board must match the amount. The tax figures on the 692/693 records must be updated along with the taxable and
total gross figures.
Failure to address these warnings could cause the 941 figures to not balance with what is reported on the W2 tape
submission file. Informational error.
Retire Plan Box Flag on the USPSCN/DEDSCN federal record is overriding W2PROC calculations.
On the federal tax record, there is a pension plan box flag. This flag is used to indicate if the pension plan box on the W2
should be checked. There are three values for the flag:

"A" This means check the box automatically according to what W2PROC
sees in the deduction records. If W2PROC finds an active
retirement record for an employee, the box automatically gets
checked. If no active retirement record for the employee is
found, the box does not get checked.
"Y" This indicates to W2PROC to always check the pension plan box,
no matter what else is found.
"N" This means to never check the pension plan box.

In the situation where the warning message is generated, W2PROC encountered a case where what it read from the retirement
records does
not coincide with the flag value it read from the federal tax record. For example, W2PROC will flag the warning when:

It reads the 001 record and sees the flag marked "N", but it
finds active retirement records.
It reads the 001 record and sees the flag marked "Y" but does
not find an active retirement record.

It is common to receive this warning for students who do not want to participate in SERS. These students must have the flag set
to "Y"
(the first year they are employed by the district), but do not need a retirement record on file.
You may also see this error if the pension plan flag for board members is not marked. Informational error.
Taxable gross is larger than total gross.
It is possible that a change was made to the taxable gross but no corresponding change was made to the total gross or
vice versa. Run the

AUDRPT program to help identify the problem. Informational error.
There is no Federal record on file for this employee
Each employee must have a Federal tax record (001). Set one up for the employee using USPSCN/DEDSCN and enter
the appropriate tax and gross amounts. ***Fatal error.
This employee has FICA/OASDI tax without any FICA/OASDI wages
This message cannot be ignored under any circumstances. Upon receipt of the tape file from the ITC, the IRS/SSA
calculates the expected tax amount and compares it to the amount reported on the tape. If these figures are off by more
than a few cents, the tape is rejected.
Run the AUDRPT program to determine if manual changes on the Medicare/FICA deduction records may be the cause.
Fatal error.
This employee has FICA wages without any Medicare wages.
To properly withhold FICA tax, the employee must have two deduction records (692 and 693), one flagged as type M
and one flagged with type F. This message will occur if W2PROC encounters a record set up with type F but no record
set up with type M for the same employee. Fatal error.
Contact the ITC for assistance if this message is encountered.
This employee has Medicare tax without any Medicare wages
This message cannot be ignored under any circumstances. Upon receipt of the tape file from the ITC, the IRS/SSA
calculates the expected tax amount and compares it to the amount reported on the tape. If these figures are off by more
than a few cents, the tape is rejected.
Run the AUDRPT program to determine if manual changes on the Medicare deduction records may be the cause. Fatal
error.
This employee's Medicare wages are less than their social security wages
The medicare gross wages amount is incorrect or the FICA (Social Security) gross wages amount is incorrect. Please
update the gross amount in DEDSCN that has the incorrect amount. This error should be corrected before creating a
tape. The Social Security Administration will contact the district if this error is not fixed. Fatal error.
Total annuities, $$$$, do not equal total gross less taxable gross.
The W2PROC program verifies that the annuity (generally in the 500-599 deduction code range) deduction amount
equals the calculated annuity amount. The calculated amount is determined by taking the total gross and subtracting the
taxable gross. The result is the amount of the annuity that was in effect while the tax was being withheld. If this
calculated value differs from the totals on the annuity records, the warning appears.
This warning is often associated with a change that has been made to the taxable gross but no corresponding change
was made to the total gross or vice versa. Manual adjustments to the annuity amounts may also cause this warning.
Run the AUDRPT program to attempt to isolate these situations.
If an annuity was in effect for only part of the year, this warning may appear and can be ignored. Warning.
Possible medicare discrepancy detected for amount over $200,000. Amount calculated = $$$$$$.$$
This warning will appear if medicare wages are over $200,000.00 and the medicare amount on DEDSCN is not within 30
cents of the calculated value. This warning will allow the tape file to be written. Warning.

